466 R. A. KUNZE (1.2) f(kx) = λ(fc)/ (α?) for all (k, x) in K x G. Now let *J^(S, T) denote the Banach space of bounded linear maps U: £%f -> L\G, λ) which intertwine S and T, i.e., are such that (1.3) US(x) = T(x)U for all x in G. Similarly, let ^{S Kf λ) denote the space of operators intertwining S κ (the restriction of S to K) and λ. In § 2, we obtain certain properties of the spaces TJί^tf) for U in ^ (S, T) , and using these properties, we then show in § 3 that there is a canonical isometric isomorphism of J^{β Ki λ) onto ^{S, T). From this we conclude that T contains S (discretely) exactly as many times as S κ contains λ.
The spaces U(β^), Ue^(S, T).
Because S is irreducible, it is easy to see that each U in ^{β, T) is a scalar multiple of an isometry (cf. the argument proving (3.3) 
-(9 I 9){U*h\φ) (by (1.1))
Since this holds for all such h, it follows that
Because the complement of a set of Haar measure 0 is dense, it follows that each function class Uφ contains a unique continuous function; from now on that function will be denoted by Uφ. Suppose φ Φ 0. Then from (2.1), (2.2) and the computations above, we have
for every x in G. Therefore, point evaluations are continuous. Now suppose Ό{^f) Φ 0. Then, since the maps
are all continuous, U{£έf) is completely determined by the positive definite kernel
in the simple fashion described in [1] . On the other hand, it is easy to see directly that Q(x, y) = Pixy' 1 ) where
and that following result is valid. THEOREM 
The operator-valued function P is continuous and square-integrable on G. It has formal properties
( 
Proof. Equation (1) follows from (2.6); (2) and (3) 
are consequences of the relations E x = E λ T(x){x e G) and E λ T{k) = λifyE^k e K). If a and β are vectors in J?Γ, then (P(oήa I β) = (T(x)E 1 *a \ E*β)
and since T is equivalent to S in U{£ίf), it follows that x -> (P(x)a \ β) is not only continuous but square-integrable on G. We also have
for all a, β in JίΓ\ hence, (4) 
JG
On the other hand, if /e U{<%?), then so that
{f{x) \a)=\ {P{xy-ι )f{y) \ a)dy

JG
for all x and a; hence, (5) is valid. To complete the proof it is enough to observe that (5) and (2.7) imply that for any / in L\G, λ), the function
is the orthogonal projection of / on 3. The reciprocity theorem. In the statement of the next result, which is our version of the Frobenius reciprocity theorem for square-integrable representations, we retain the assumptions and notation used in § § 1 and 2. THEOREM 
The intertwining spaces ^{S Kf λ) and J?{S, T) are canonically isomorphic via an isometric linear map that is defined by the equation
Proof. Let A e <J^(S K , λ), φ e 2ίf, and define / on G by
Then / is continuous, and
Since S is square-integrable, it follows that x ->(f(x) \ cc) is squareintegrable for each a in ST. Hence, since 3ίΓ is necessarily finite dimensional \\\f{x)\fdx< oo .
It follows that (3.1) defines an element U A φ in L 2 (G, λ), and
Now suppose A and B lie in ^(S K9 X), let 6 lf •• ,s n be an orthonormal base for J>Γ, and let ^ and ψ be vectors in £{f. Then (3.2) (t^φ I UA) = d~\φ I ψ) ± (B^ε, \ A*ε,) .
In fact for all φ, ψ in Jg^ Therefore, U A is a continuous linear map of into L\G, λ), and || C7^|| = \\A\\.
Next note that for φ in Jg^ and x, y in G (T(y)U Λ φ)(x) = (U A φ)(xy) = cAS(x)S{y)φ = (U A S(y)φ)(x) .
Hence, T(y)U A = U A S(y) for all y in G. Therefore, U A e^(S, T). Since
U. Λ + 3 = cU Λ + U B
it follows that A-+U A is an isometric linear map of J^{S K , T) into , T).
Now suppose Ue^iS, T).
Then by Theorem 1, we can define a continuous linear map A of £tf into JίΓ by setting (3.4) Aφ = c Then for k in K and 9? in
Thus A e J?(β κ , λ), and
for φ in <^T and x in G. Hence, U= U A and A -£7^ (A e ^(S x , λ)) is an isometric linear map of ^{S Kj X) onto ^(S, T).
COROLLARY.
The multiplicity of S in T is exactly the same as the multiplicity of λ in S κ .
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